Sifyi Technology Interview questions

L1 round
Self intro
1. What is SDLC and its phases
2. What is benchmarking
3. What is test closure
4. What is smoke testing
5. What is STLC and its flow
6. What are good test cases
7. What is spiral model
8. Explain blackbox testing
9. Explain the functionality of iterative enhancement
10. What are the uses of SRS
11. Explain waterfall model
12. Explain about metrics
13. What is root cause analysis
14. What is the difference between verification and validation
15. What is boundary value analysis

L2 round
1. What are the negative test cases and explain it
2. Scenario based questions
   i. Write 5 negative test cases for water bottle
   ii. Write negative test cases for any one application e.g., WhatsApp or Facebook
   iii. Write test cases for pencil
3. What is the difference between QA and QC
4. what is regression testing
5. what is sandwich testing
6. what is SLA and its example